QUALITY

Vikima Seed produces vegetable seed, to match high quality standards. We have developed individual processes together with our professional seed growers, in order to meet the highest germination and purity standards. It is our intention, to meet all requested demands, and to ensure highest genetic purity, to our clients from all over the world.

Hybrid spinach is one of the our specialities, the biggest and most important item for us.? But Danish climate is very suitable for many alternative crops, and it is our goal, to meet high quality level. Our growers are very well equipped, all the way from sowing, weed control, harvest and storage with good drying facilities, in close contact with our field representatives.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

Vikima Seed have ISO 9001:2008 accreditation, since 1996, covering “Production, cleaning, grading, handling and sales of seeds”. Our software system is very suitable to meet the standards of ISO.

This to control, evaluate and improve our procedures, all through our organization.

Vikima Seed has developed a specialized business system, to secure standard processes in every part of our organization.

This software system include all kind of data, from sowing, crop reports, harvested volume, sampling, cleaning procedures, quality results etc. online and with full backup traceability.